VENUE
A high ropes course within an all
Australian wildlife exhibit
LOCATION
Located within the dome on top of the
Pullman Reef Hotel Casino in the centre
of the Cairns CBD
GETTING THERE
Easy walking distance from all Cairns
accommodation
CAPACITY FOR EXCLUSIVE EVENTS
Minimum 40 people | Maximum 180
people
ONSITE EXPERIENCES
- A diverse range of Australian wildlife
including reptiles, birds, crocodiles and
Koalas
- Scheduled wildlife presentations &
tours throughout the day. Private tours
also available
- High ropes courses, varying in levels of
difficulty
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Exclusive venue hire available (except
during school holidays)
An open terrace area, with wildlife
enclosures along 1 side and views across
the city, is available for catered events or
nibbles and beverage post event. Our
wildlife can be taken off-site to events
within the Cairns or the Northern
Beaches.

‘..AN UNFORGETTABLE EVENING IN A SPECTACULAR SETTING’
Stewarts Electrical, NZ
Venue Capacity

Weather Proof

Activity Capacity

Theatre

Banquet Cocktail

Dome

Fully covered, not
100% water proof

180

40

-

-

Wildlife Terrace
(located on the
reception level, not
up in the dome)

Covered

100

60

120

Wildlife Terrace

Uncovered area

100

80

150

Wildlife Terrace

Covered & uncovered
areas

-

-

250

HIGH ROPES - THE 4 CORE EXPERIENCES
MID-ZOOM

DOME CLIMB

The Mid-ZOOM course is a great start to your ZOOM
adventure, packed with obstacles, a crocodile traverse and
a zipline. Guaranteed to leave you wanting more.

Enjoy the best view in town! Experience the highest commercially
accessible platform in North QLD for spectacular views of the city,
Coral Sea & surrounding rainforest.

HI-ZOOM

POWER JUMP

This is the ultimate in challenge ropes courses with more
complex elements, increased height & 3 ziplines including
1 over Goliath our 4.5m Estuarine Crocodile.

Feel the rush as you leap from 13 metre above the wildlife park.
Power Jump features an element of free fall with a controlled descent
and smooth gentle landing.

MORE ABOUT ZOOM
Experience adventure at varying
heights and levels of difficulty on
the Mid-ZOOM and Hi-ZOOM
courses, with 65 elements of
crossings and ziplines. The
PowerJump is a free-fall
adventure with a 13m drop, whilst
the Dome Climb offers spectacular
views of the city, the Coral Sea and
surrounding landscapes. The
recently introduced Pirate Climb
and Commando Climb are
designed to challenge and are not
for the faint hearted.

THE WILDLIFE EXPERIENCE
Enjoy wandering through the
wildlife exhibit including our small
bird aviary and reptile enclosures
as tropical birds fly above your
head through the Dome. Wildlife
presentations, including crocodiles,
snakes, birds, koalas and other
mammals, are held regularly
throughout the day and offer an
educational insight into some of
Australia’s most well-known
animals. Koala Photos are also
available as are private tours.

WILDLIFE TO YOUR EVENT
Our Wildlife Keepers and wildlife
are mobile and social and love to
come to your events.
Why not invite along a baby croc,
turtle, python or lizard to come
and interact with your guests at
your welcome function? If your
event is during the day we can
even bring a beautiful koala. Ask
me for rates, terms and
conditions.

WILDLIFE TERRACE
The wildlife Terrace is perfect for a
pre/post activity space. It is located
on the roof top of the casino and has
gentle breezes regularly floating
through. Wildlife are placed into the
enclosures & Wildlife Keepers will
bring wildlife for interaction.
Enquire for a proposal
Kate Moore | Events Sales Manager
events@capta.com.au | 07 4041 9449
www.cairnszoom.com.au

